"Alright, rookie, that's enough training for today. You're about to be introduced to
ex-military officer and Echo Squad leader, Stonewall.
Do NOT let him catch you slacking off! Stonewall never loses his focus and
expects the same from his recruits. Now shut your mouth and open your ears
because I'm about to tell you what you need to know about this man on a
mission..."
A former US Ranger and sixth generation Army Officer, Victor "Stonewall" Dantrix has his
crosshairs on the Nogari Corporation for a research experiment gone wrong. Compelled by the
promise of having his named cleared once and for all, Stonewall was framed for a catastrophic
airstrike "cleansing," which left him as the only survivor out of hundreds. Dishonorably
discharged and disgraced, Stonewall was sentenced to execution only to escape for a life on
the run. Now he must keep Echo Squad together and eliminate Nogari.
Specializing in mid-range assault and tactical combat, Stonewall can take a beating and easily
pay one back in double. While he may not be a tank like Mass, or nimble like Amp, Stonewall is
100% mission-oriented and determined to eliminate enemies efficiently. His Zen-like balance of
recoil control and accuracy gives him a keen trigger finger, particularly when equipped with an
assault rifle. Naturally, Stonewall is perfect for close combat situations. Never giving an inch of
ground, his Ambrosia Suit's Static Shield locks into place, allowing Echo Squad to return fire
and decimate enemies from safety. Additionally, Stonewall's Static Shockwave will let Nogari
know he means business. Once he's in range, he makes sure nobody gets away.
Scourge: Outbreak Key Features:
 Up to 4-Player Co-op Campaign with 6+ hours of gameplay
 4 Playable Characters, each with different weapon handling stats and a distinct
combination of Special Abilities
 Unique character-specific flashbacks that reveal critical past events, and shed a new
light on the game's story
 XP system to track your experience and unlock powerful gameplay rewards in Campaign
AND Multiplayer
 Squad AI for groups with less than 4 Players
 Quick-Order-System (QOS) for rapid deployment of squad-members
 9 Weapons, plus multiple variants of each to suit your style of play
 Up to 8 Players in Deathmatch, Team Deathmatch and Capture-The-Flag multiplayer
Versus modes in 5 action-packed maps!
 Leaderboards for competing with friends and other Players around the world!
 Challenging Achievements to unlock

Scourge: Outbreak will be available on Xbox LIVE July 3, 2013 worldwide for 800
Microsoft Points. For more information on Scourge: Outbreak please visit the official site at
www.scourgeoutbreak.com.
Be sure to keep an eye open as the weather warms up for more Scourge: Outbreak details,
leading up to the game's release on July 3rd!
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